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1. Foreword

Dear members of the Board of the University, dear readers,

We hereby present the recommendations of the Central Executive Body for Student 

Organizations (CUOS) regarding the inclusion of student organizations in the Graduation 

Fund for the period 2024-2027. This year, student organizations within the cultural and 

other student organization clusters were re-evaluated. This document also includes 

recommendations for applications from organizations within the study, social, and sports 

associations clusters, which were not previously included in the Graduation Fund but have 

submitted an application for inclusion this year.

In these recommendations, all student organizations in the culture cluster have been 

assessed based on the revised assessment model that has been fully implemented and 

applied this year. This model was introduced three years ago but had not yet been fully 

implemented in organizations that would have been adversely affected by this model. These 

organizations were given three years to prepare for a re-evaluation based on the revised 

model. The fact that this did not happen (completely) in some organizations in the previous 

re-evaluation explains the decrease in the number of committee grant months in this cluster, 

as well as the fact that the old assessment model did not correctly assess the administrative 

workload. The CUOS assesses the current model as sufficient for the administrative 

workload and has therefore not recommended compensating for this decrease, also given the 

fact that organizations were aware of the effect that the revised model will have on their 

committee grant months three years ago.

Like last year, the CUOS has again dealt flexibly this year with the incorrect submission of or 

failure to submit forms J and/or D. This decision was made because many organizations 

made errors in this respect, and the CUOS does not wish to allow these organizations to 

submit unnecessary objections. The CUOS is trying to prevent this in future years. That is 

why the individual recommendations for organizations that have submitted forms J and/or 

D incorrectly, or not at all, state that these must be submitted correctly at the next re-

evaluation.

The following sections contain an overview of all applications with the pertaining 

assessments and describe the CUOS procedure. The assessment per organization is then 

explained in detail in sections 4 to 6. The CUOS can always be contacted for questions about 

these recommendations via the contact information on its website.

Yours sincerely,

Wouter Ahlers  (Chair)

Debora van Tricht (Secretary)

Martijn van der Meer (Board Member for Finance)

Ole van Heloma Lugt (Board Member for Accommodation)

Lindgerd Pauwels (Board Member for PR and Communications) 
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2. Overview of organizations

Cultural

Organization Number of committee grant 

months

For the academic years

Current CUOS 

recommendation

’24-’25 ’25-’26 ’26-’27 

G.S.M.G. Bragi 10 10 x x x

Groningen Student Cabaret 

Festival

15 4 x x x

Groningen Student Theatre  15  10 x x x

Literair Dispuut Flanor 10 15 x

Other

Organization Number of committee grant 

months

For the academic years

Current CUOS 

recommendation

’24-’25 ’25-’26 ’26-’27 

AEGEE-Groningen 16 25 x x x

AIESEC Groningen  16 7 x x x

Beta Business Days  4 0

Enactus Groningen  7 13 x x      x

Ganymedes LGBT  10  13 x

Groningen Indian Students 

Association

 0 0

Groningen Student Union 13 7 x x x

HCSA Groningen  10 4 x x x

Ichthus Groningen 0 0
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IFMSA-Groningen 20 13 x x x

Integrand Groningen  4 4 x x x

Real Estate Club Groningen  4  10 x

SIB-Groningen  28 25 x x x

SKLO 13 0

Studenten Organisatie 

Groningen (SOG)

4 0

Stukafest Groningen 0 0

TEIMUN 10 10 x x x

Sport

Organization Number of committee grant 

months

For the academic years

Current CUOS 

recommendation

’24-’25 ’25-’26 ’26-’27 

G.S.B.C. Amor 0 0   

G.S.B.V. De Groene Uilen-

Moestasj

16 19 x   

G.S.B.V. Mattekloppers 0 0   

G.S.B.V. Tweeslag 16 17 x   

G.S.H.C. Forward 0 8 x   

G.S.P.V. Noordpole 0 0   

Study
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Organization Number of committee grant 

months

For the academic years

Current CUOS 

recommendation

’24-’25 ’25-’26 ’26-’27 

ELSA Groningen 0 9 x x

FSG  0 36 x x  

J.B.S.V. Dorknoper 0 0

MESA Groningen  0 6 x x  

Nobis Cura Futuri  0 7 x x  

Study Association IK 0 4 x x  

STUFF 0 4 x x  

SV NUTS 0  7 x x  
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3. Procedure

3.1 Legal framework

As set forth in the CUOS Regulations, the role of the CUOS is to advise the Board of the 

University on the inclusion of student organizations in the Graduation Fund. The CUOS has 

drawn up these recommendations within the established policy and financial guidelines. The 

assessment of the submitted applications has been carried out in accordance with Part B of 

the University of Groningen Graduation Fund Regulations 2023-2024 (further referred to as 

the ‘Regulations’), with specific attention for Appendix 1 and the Framework for Supporting 

Student Organizations and University Bodies (further referred to as the ‘Framework’). The 

recommendations are submitted to the Board of the University for a decision. After approval 

by the University Council, the student organizations receive a decision on their application 

for inclusion in the Graduation Fund. An objection can be lodged against this decision within 

six weeks via the Central Portal for the Legal Protection of Student Rights (CLRS). This is a 

digital portal that can be found on the UG website, where an objection can easily be 

submitted. 

The CUOS would like to emphasize that board members who have been members of an 

organization or are otherwise intensively involved with an organization as outlined in the 

integrity and transparency policy are not involved in assessing the relevant applications.

3.2 Providing information

In September, the student organizations within the cultural and other clusters and all other 

student organizations known to CUOS that wished to be re-evaluated received both an 

invitation to an introductory meeting and an informative email containing all the necessary 

information about the application procedure for inclusion in the Graduation Fund. This 

informative email was also sent to all acknowledged student organizations known to CUOS. 

In addition, they were invited to information meetings on 12 and 13 October 2023, which 

were offered in English and Dutch. After these meetings, the presentation explaining the 

procedure for submitting applications for the Graduation Fund was sent to all attendees.

During the period prior to the deadline of 15 November 2023 for applications to the 

Graduation Fund, the CUOS was explicitly available during the predetermined walk-in 

hours. Organizations mainly used the opportunity to ask questions just before the deadline, 

as the procedure and requirements for submission were not equally clear to everyone. The 

CUOS posted all relevant documents in both Dutch and English on the website, including an 

explanation of the application procedure. In addition, a guideline for the re-evaluation was 

published on the website and sent out to provide student organizations with assistance and 

guidance in preparing their documentation with the aim of facilitating successful re-

evaluation and inclusion.

3.3 Applications

This year, it was possible for student organizations to submit an application for inclusion 

before 15 November 2023 via cuos.aanvraag@rug.nl. The applications received were 

assessed for completeness, after which the secretary informed the applicants by email that 

the application had been received in full and was being processed. In cases where the 

application was not complete, the additional documentation required was indicated. 
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Organizations were then given the opportunity to submit the missing documents within a 

reasonable time period. If necessary, the organization in question was contacted personally.

For a smooth and correct procedure, it is essential that organizations provide their 

documentation on time and correctly. Unfortunately, some organizations did not submit 

their applications on time and/or in full. The CUOS has a strict deadline but showed some 

flexibility by giving organizations additional time to complete their applications where 

necessary. In addition, during the re-evaluation, CUOS concluded that many student 

organizations are missing out on a significant number of committee grant months due to 

failure to submit proof of operating premises or holding office hours. The CUOS took action, 

and these student organizations were given an additional rectification period to submit this.

The CUOS emphasizes that individual committee grants can be applied for at 

rug.nl/studievertraging and that UFC, not CUOS, is responsible for paying them.

3.4 Member lists, student numbers and privacy

The number of registered University of Groningen and/or Hanze University of Applied 

Sciences students is an essential criterion for the assessment of applications for the 

Graduation Fund. In accordance with privacy legislation, CUOS only shares student numbers 

with the education offices of the University of Groningen and Hanze University of Applied 

Sciences. In addition, the CUOS requests that complete membership lists be submitted to 

assess the general condition of an ‘up-to-date and complete membership record’ (Article 4d, 

Appendix 1, Graduation Fund Regulations) to prevent fraud with student numbers. After the 

procedure, all membership lists will be deleted as in previous years.

For many years, CUOS has repeatedly emphasized during information meetings and in 

subsequent communications that providing student numbers is essential. This information is 

also included in the presentation shared this year. The CUOS would like to emphasize to all 

organizations submitting an application that accurate records with correct student numbers 

are necessary. Students can only be traced in the records of the University of Groningen and 

Hanze University of Applied Sciences based on their student number. Therefore, a member 

without a correct and current student number will not be included in the assessment. Due to 

privacy legislation, it is not possible to communicate to the organizations which of the 

student numbers provided are correct and which are not, as was clearly communicated at the 

information meetings. However, the recommendations do contain information about how 

many of the student numbers provided could be verified by the University of Groningen and 

Hanze University of Applied Sciences.

In some cases, significant differences have been noted in the accuracy of the membership 

records provided. In the worst case, a large proportion of the members put forward turned 

out not to be registered at either educational institution, while in the best case, this only 

concerned a few members. Despite these variations, the CUOS has applied a fixed leniency 

margin of 5% to student organizations where the minimum membership number for 

inclusion in the Graduation Fund was at stake. This fixed leniency margin prevents 

unreasonable requirements placed on associations to present accurate membership records, 

while it also contributes to the fairness and consistency of the recommendation because all 

associations must meet the same standards. The CUOS emphasizes once again that it is the 

responsibility of the organizations to maintain correct and complete membership records. 
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3.5 Assessment

The submitted applications have been carefully assessed based on both the general and 

specific conditions, as specified in Appendix 1 of the Regulations. For a current and legally 

binding overview of the assessment criteria, the CUOS refers to the Regulations, which are 

available at rug.nl/cuos. The specific conditions for the Cultural and Other clusters are 

briefly explained to improve the readability of these recommendations. The student 

organizations that were not included in the Graduation Fund and fall outside this cycle are 

not discussed here. Please see Appendix 1 Article 11 of the Regulations for the special 

assessment of study associations, Appendix 1 Article 12 for the special assessment of social 

clubs and Appendix 1 Article 13 for the special assessment of sports clubs.

3.5.1 Cultural associations

1. The association or foundation aims at the cultural education of students.

2. The association has at least 50 members. The reference date for the submitted list of 

members is 15 November of the year in which the application is made.

3. The association or foundation can receive a maximum of one point for operating 

premises.

4. The association or foundation may be awarded six points based on the following 

table.

Activity Points

a) The association or foundation has a 

varied offer of activities related to its 

objectives.

Max. 3

b) The association or foundation organizes 

big activities, such as performances.

Max. 1

c) Activities aimed at promoting member 

loyalty.

Max. 0.5 

d) Extraordinary participation. Examples 

include international policy, charitable 

activities or actively promoting inclusion.

Max. 1.5

The maximum number of months that a cultural association can receive is limited by the 

number of members, as described in the table below.

Number of members Months

50-100 Max. 10

100-150 Max. 15

150-200 Max. 20

200 or more Max. 30

3.5.2 Other associations

1. The association or foundation is active in one of the following fields: 

- Student advocacy
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- Religion for students

- Promoting international student contacts

2. The association has at least 75 members. The reference date for the submitted list of 

members is 15 November of the year in which the application is made.

3. The association or foundation may be awarded a maximum of 1.5 points for its office 

hours.

4. The association or foundation may be awarded 5.5 points as shown in the table 

below.

Activity Points

a) The association or foundation has a 

varied offer of activities related to its 

objectives.

Max. 2

b) Big events, such as conferences. Max. 1

c) Activities aimed at promoting member 

loyalty or social cohesion.

Max. 0.5 

d) Extraordinary participation. Examples 

include international policy, charitable 

activities or actively promoting inclusion.

Max. 2

The maximum number of months that other associations can receive is limited by the 

number of members, as described in the table below.

Number of members Months

50-100 Max. 10

100-150 Max. 15

150-200 Max. 20

200 or more Max. 30
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4. CUOS recommendation for inclusion in the Cultural Associations Graduation 

Fund

4.1 G.S.M.G. Bragi

Organization

The G.S.M.G. Bragi organization: 

- falls under the category of cultural associations

- IS included in the current Graduation Fund

- has a verified membership of 66 (60 UG + 6 HG) of the 99 student numbers provided

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization: 

● DOES meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● DOES meet the minimum membership number of 50

● DOES have a significant administrative workload, demonstrated by its range of 

activities and student participation.

General Assessment: 3 points for an excellent policy and broad support 

offered to members

Category A: 3 points for organizing rehearsals, auditions, and performances

Category B: 1 point for organizing large concerts

Category C: 0.5 points for organizing social activities for member loyalty

Category D: 0.5 points for exceptional participation in organizing 

introductory activities

Operation of premises: 0 points for operating premises. 

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization SHOULD be included in the Graduation Fund 

for a period of three years, with an allocation of ten committee grant months, in view of the 

limitation due to the current membership numbers.
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4.2 Groninger Studenten Cabaret Festival

Organization

The Groninger Studenten Cabaret Festival organization: 

- falls under the category of cultural associations 

- IS included in the current Graduation Fund

- has no members, as it is a foundation

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization: 

● DOES meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● DOES have a significant administrative workload, demonstrated by its range of 

activities and student participation.

General Assessment: 2 points for a concrete policy and broad support for 

development and welfare offered

Category A: 2 points for organizing rehearsals and performances

Category B: 1 point for organizing large concerts

Category C: 0 points for the organization of social activities

Category D: 0.5 points for exceptional participation for the ‘Finalistentour’

Operation of premises: 0 points for operating premises. 

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization SHOULD be included in the Graduation Fund 

for a period of three years, with an allocation of four committee grant months. In addition, 

the recommendation for the future is to provide a more extensive overview of activities (form 

D) in which, in addition to the Groningen student cabaret festival, the preceding activities 

are also explained. The CUOS has been lenient here.
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4.3 Groningen Student Theatre

Organization

The Groninger Student Theatre organization: 

- falls under the category of cultural associations 

- IS included in the current Graduation Fund

- has a verified membership of 86 (70 UG + 16 HG) of the 165 student numbers 

provided

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that Groningen Student Theatre: 

● DOES meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● DOES meet the minimum membership number of 50

● DOES have a significant administrative workload, demonstrated by its range of 

activities and student participation.

General Assessment: 2 points for concrete policy and broad support 

offered 

Category A: 3 points for organizing rehearsals and performances

Category B: 1 point for organizing large concerts

Category C: 0.5 points for organizing social activities such as drinks and pub 

quizzes

Category D: 0 points for exceptional participation

Operation of premises: 0 points for operating premises. 

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization SHOULD be included in the Graduation Fund 

for a period of three years, with an allocation of ten committee grant months.
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4.4 Literair Dispuut Flanor

Organization

The Literair Dispuut Flanor organization: 

- falls under the category of cultural associations 

- IS included in the current Graduation Fund

- has a verified membership of 132 (116 UG + 16 HG) of the 196 student numbers 

provided

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization: 

● does NOT meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● DOES meet the minimum membership number of 50

● DOES have a significant administrative workload, demonstrated by its range of 

activities and student participation.

○ General Assessment: 3 points for the concrete policy and support offered 

based on internationalization, literary development, and mental and physical 

welfare, for example, with regard to wheelchair accessibility

○ Category A: 3 points for organizing various lectures

○ Category B: 0.5 points for organizing major activities

○ Category C: 0.5 points for organizing social activities such as monthly drinks

○ Category D: 0.5 points for exceptional participation with regard to 

sustainability and collaborations

○ Operation of premises: 0 points for operating premises. 

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization SHOULD be included in the Graduation Fund 

for a period of one year, with an allocation of 15 committee grant months, in view of the 

limitation due to the current membership numbers. The articles do not state that the 

committee must consist exclusively of students. This must be amended because this is 

required for inclusion in the Graduation Fund. The CUOS recommends that the articles be 

amended so that they can be included again in the cultural and other organizations cycle 

every other two years.
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5. CUOS recommendation for inclusion in the Graduation Fund for other 

organizations

5.1 AEGEE-Groningen

Organization

The AEGEE-Groningen organization: 

- falls under the category of other organizations

- IS included in the current Graduation Fund 

- has a verified membership of 150 (120 UG + 30 HG) of the 285 student numbers 

provided

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization: 

● DOES meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● DOES have the minimum number of 75 University of Groningen and Hanze UAS 

students who are full, annually paying members

● DOES have a significant administrative workload, demonstrated by its range of 

activities and student participation

● DOES receive more committee grant months based on the administrative workload 

associated with the size of the organization’s membership and participation in 

activities.

General Assessment: 2.5 points for an extensive concrete policy and 

development and support in the areas of internationalization and inclusion 

Category A: 2 points for activities focused on their aim, such as excursions

Category B: 1 point for organizing big activities

Category C: 0.5 points for the organization of social activities, such as 

weekly drinks

Category D: 1.5 points for exceptional participation aimed at sustainability 

and local involvement

Office hours: 1.5 points for providing office hours and a full-time presence. 

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization SHOULD be included in the Graduation Fund 

for a period of three years, with an allocation of 25 committee grant months. In addition, the 

CUOS has noted that this organization has not applied for the Graduation Fund using the 

mandatory form J. It is highly recommended that this form is used in future years in order to 

meet this requirement during the next re-evaluation and to prevent potential exclusion.
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5.2 AIESEC Groningen

Organization

The AIESEC Groningen organization: 

- falls under the category of other organizations 

- IS included in the current Graduation Fund

- has no members, as it is a foundation

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization: 

● DOES meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● DOES have a considerable administrative workload, which is evident from its policy, 

the activities it offers, and student participation.

General Assessment: 2 points for concrete policy and support in the areas 

of internationalization and student development 

Category A: 1 point for activities such as workshops and training

Category B: 0 points for the lack of their own major activities being 

organized

Category C: 0.5 points for the organization of monthly drinks

Category D: 1 point for exceptional participation for contribution to AIESEC 

Nederland and alumni activities

Office hours: 1.5 points for providing office hours and a full-time presence. 

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization SHOULD be included in the Graduation Fund 

for a period of three years, with an allocation of seven committee grant months.
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5.3 Enactus Groningen

Organization

The Enactus Groningen organization: 

- falls under the category of other organizations 

- IS included in the current Graduation Fund

- has no members, as it is a foundation

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization: 

● DOES meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● DOES have a considerable administrative workload, which is evident from the 

concrete policy, the activities it offers, and student participation.

General Assessment: 2 points for concrete policy and support in the area 

of development 

Category A: 2 points for activities such as workshops and impact weeks

Category B: 0.5 points for organizing major activities

Category C: 0.5 points for the organization of social activities, such as drinks

Category D: 1 point for exceptional participation focused on sustainability 

and cooperation with political youth organizations

Office hours: 1 point for providing office hours and a part-time presence. 

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization SHOULD be included in the Graduation Fund 

for a period of three years, with an allocation of 13 committee grant months.
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5.4 Ganymedes LGBT

Organization

The Ganymede LGBT organization: 

- falls under the category of other organizations 

- IS included in the current Graduation Fund 

- has a verified membership of 95 (84 UG + 11 HG) of the 159 student numbers 

provided

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization: 

● does NOT meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● DOES have the minimum number of 75 University of Groningen and Hanze UAS 

students who are full, annually paying members

● DOES have a significant administrative workload, demonstrated by its range of 

activities and student participation

● DOES receive more committee grant months based on the administrative workload 

associated with the size of the organization’s membership and participation in 

activities.

General Assessment: 2.5 points for concrete policy and broad support for 

inclusion, in addition to identity, internationalization, and welfare 

Category A: 2 points for activities such as conversation evenings and 

lectures

Category B: 0 points for the organization of major activities

Category C: 0.5 points for organizing social activities, such as drinks

Category D: 1 point for exceptional participation through recognition of an 

important role in the student administrative system and flag campaign

Office hours: 1 point for providing office hours and a part-time presence. 

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization SHOULD be included in the Graduation Fund 

for a period of one year, with an allocation of 13 committee grant months. The articles do not 

state that the committee must consist exclusively of students. This must be amended because 

this is required for inclusion in the Graduation Fund. The CUOS recommends that the 

articles be amended so that they can be included again in the cultural and other 

organizations cycle every other two years. In addition, the CUOS has noted that this 

organization has not applied for the Graduation Fund using the mandatory form J. It is 
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highly recommended that this form is used in future years in order to meet this requirement 

during the next re-evaluation and to prevent potential exclusion.
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5.5 Groningen Student Union

Organization

The Groninger Student Union organization: 

- falls under the category of other organizations 

- IS included in the current Graduation Fund 

- has a verified membership of 121 (102 UG + 19 HG) of the 543 student numbers 

provided

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization: 

● DOES meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● DOES have the minimum number of 75 University of Groningen and Hanze UAS 

students who are full, annually paying members

● DOES have a significant administrative workload, demonstrated by its range of 

activities and student participation

● DOES receive more committee grant months based on the administrative workload 

associated with the size of the organization’s membership and participation in 

activities.

General Assessment: 2 points for concrete policy and broad support in the 

areas of internationalization and mental support for students 

Category A: 0.5 points for activities aimed at the main purpose

Category B: 0 points for not organizing their own major activities

Category C: 0.5 points for the organization of social activities, such as drinks

Category C: 2 points for exceptional participation focused on 

internationalization and sustainability plans

Office hours: 1 point for providing office hours and a part-time presence. 

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization SHOULD be included in the Graduation Fund 

for a period of three years, with an allocation of seven committee grant months. In addition, 

the CUOS has noted that this organization has not applied for the Graduation Fund using the 

mandatory form J. It is highly recommended that this form is used in future years in order to 

meet this requirement during the next re-evaluation and to prevent potential exclusion. The 

CUOS also advises this organization to use form D each year so that the CUOS receives three 

complete form Ds during the next re-evaluation of the cluster and can assess the 

administrative workload over three different years.
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5.6 HCSA Groningen

Organization

The HCSA Groningen organization: 

- falls under the category of other organizations

- IS included in the current Graduation Fund 

- has a verified membership of 112 (112 UG + 0 HG) of the 118 student numbers 

provided

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization: 

● DOES meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● DOES have the minimum number of 75 University of Groningen and Hanze UAS 

students who are full, annually paying members 

● DOES have a significant administrative workload, demonstrated by its range of 

activities and student participation

● DOES receive more committee grant months based on the administrative workload 

associated with the size of the organization’s membership and participation in 

activities.

General Assessment: 2.5 points for concrete policy and support in the 

areas of internationalization and well-being for students 

Category A: 0.5 points for activities such as workshops and lectures

Category B: 1 point for organizing major activities

Category C: 0.5 points for organizing social activities, such as drinks

Category D: 1 point for exceptional participation focused on sustainability 

and social themes

Office hours: 0 points for the operation of an office building. 

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization SHOULD be incorporated into the Graduation 

Fund for a period of three years, with an allocation of four committee grant months.
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5.7 IFMSA-Groningen

Organization

The IFMSA Groningen organization: 

- falls under the category of other organizations

- IS included in the current Graduation Fund 

- has no members, as it is a foundation

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization: 

● DOES meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● DOES have a significant administrative workload, demonstrated by its range of 

activities and student participation

● DOES receive more committee grant months based on the administrative workload 

associated with the size of the organization’s membership and participation in 

activities.

General Assessment: 2 points for concrete policy and broad support 

Category A: 2 points for activities aimed at the main purpose

Category B: 0.5 points for organizing major activities

Category C: 0.5 points for organizing social activities, such as drinks

Category D: 1 point for exceptional participation focused on charities and 

sustainability

Office hours: 1 point for providing office hours and a part-time presence. 

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization SHOULD be included in the Graduation Fund 

for a period of three years, with an allocation of 13 committee grant months.
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5.8  Integrand Groningen

Organization

The Integrand Groningen organization: 

- falls under the category of other clubs 

- IS included in the current Graduation Fund 

- has no members, as it is a foundation

- submitted their application in time, but not in full.

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization: 

● DOES meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● DOES have a significant administrative workload, demonstrated by its range of 

activities and student participation

● DOES receive more committee grant months based on the administrative workload 

associated with the size of the organization’s membership and participation in 

activities.

General rating: 2 points for distinction and support in the areas of welfare, 

development, and internationalization or inclusion 

Category A: 2 points for activities focused on their main purpose, such as 

organizing workshops

Category B: 0 points for organizing major activities

Category C: 0 points for organizing social activities

Category D: 0.5 points for exceptional participation focused on 

sustainability

Office hours: 1 point for operating a building part-time.

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization SHOULD be incorporated into the Graduation 

Fund for a period of three years, with an allocation of four committee grant months.
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5.9 Real Estate Club Groningen

Organization

The Real Estate Club Groningen organization: 

- falls under the category of other organizations 

- IS included in the current Graduation Fund 

- has no members, as it is a foundation

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization: 

● does NOT meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● DOES have a significant administrative workload, demonstrated by its range of 

activities and student participation.

General Assessment: 2.5 points for concrete policy and broad support in 

the areas of internationalization, inclusion, and development for students 

Category A: 2 points for activities aimed at organizing pub lectures and 

other activities

Category B: 0.5 points for organizing major activities

Category C: 0.5 points for organizing social activities, such as drinks

Category D: 1 point for exceptional participation focused on the alumni 

network

Office hours: 0 points for not having or operating an office building. 

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization SHOULD be included in the Graduation Fund 

for a period of one year, with an allocation of 10 committee grant months. The articles do not 

state that the committee must consist exclusively of students. This must be amended because 

this is required for inclusion in the Graduation Fund. The CUOS recommends that the 

articles be amended so that they can be included again in the cultural and other 

organizations cycle every other two years. In addition, the CUOS has noted that this 

organization has not applied for the Graduation Fund using the mandatory form J. It is 

highly recommended that this is used in future years in order to meet this requirement 

during the next re-evaluation and to prevent potential exclusion.
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5.10  SIB-Groningen

Organization

The SIB-Groningen organization: 

- falls under the category of other organizations

- IS included in the current Graduation Fund 

- has a verified membership of 234 (212 UG + 22 HG) of the 365 student numbers 

provided

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization: 

● DOES meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● DOES have the minimum number of 75 University of Groningen and Hanze UAS 

students who are full, annually paying members

● DOES have a significant administrative workload, demonstrated by its range of 

activities and student participation

● DOES receive more committee grant months based on the administrative workload 

associated with the size of the organization’s membership and participation in 

activities.

General Assessment: 2.5 points for concrete policy aimed at digitization 

and broad support in the areas of internationalization and SIB as an academy 

Category A: 2 points for activities such as workshops and lectures

Category B: 1 point for organizing major activities such as symposiums

Category C: 0.5 points for organizing social activities, such as drinks and 

debates

Category D: 1.5 points for exceptional participation aimed at supporting 

charities and alumni activities

Office hours: 1.5 points for providing office hours and a full-time presence. 

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization SHOULD be included in the Graduation Fund 

for a period of three years, with an allocation of 25 committee grant months.
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5.11  TEIMUN

Organization

The TEIMUN organization: 

- falls under the category of other organizations

- IS included in the current Graduation Fund 

- has no members, as it is a foundation

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization: 

● DOES meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● DOES have a significant administrative workload, demonstrated by its range of 

activities and student participation.

General rating: 2.5 points for concrete policy and broad support in the 

areas of internationalization and development for students

Category A: 1 point for activities such as conferences

Category B: 1 point for organizing big activities such as GRUNMUN

Category C: 0 points for organizing social activities

Category D: 0.5 points for exceptional participation aimed at promoting 

international awareness and current issues

Office hours: 1.5 points for providing office hours and a full-time presence. 

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization SHOULD be included in the Graduation Fund 

for a period of three years, with an allocation of ten committee grant months. In addition, the 

CUOS has noted that this organization has not applied for the Graduation Fund using the 

mandatory form J. It is highly recommended that this form is used in future years in order to 

meet this requirement during the next re-evaluation and to prevent potential exclusion.
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6. CUOS recommendation for inclusion of study associations in the Graduation 

Fund

6.1 ELSA Groningen

Organization

The ELSA Groningen organization: 

- falls under the category of study associations 

- is NOT included in the current Graduation Fund 

- has a verified membership of 203 (203 UG + 0 HG) of the 231 student numbers 

provided

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization: 

● DOES meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● DOES have the minimum number of 75 members 

● DOES have a considerable administrative workload, which is evident from the 

concrete policy, the activities it offers, and student participation.

General Assessment: 2.5 points for the concrete policy and for the support 

that the association offers to its members 

Category A: 1 point for organizing big events

Category B: 1 point for organizing lectures and workshops 

Category C: 0.5 points for exceptional participation in the area of extensive 

alumni network

Category D: 0.5 points for promoting quality of education

Category E: 0.5 points for organizing drinks and other social activities

The six points awarded are sufficient for the awarding of seven committee 

grant months.

DOES receive a bonus of two committee grant months based on the 

administrative workload associated with the size of the organization’s 

membership. 

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization SHOULD be included in the Graduation Fund 

for a period of two years, with an allocation of seven committee grant months. The total 

number that the CUOS recommends, taking into account the additional allocation of two 

committee grant months, is therefore nine committee grant months. 
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6.2 FSG

Organization

The FSG organization:

- falls under the category of study associations 

- is NOT included in the current Graduation Fund

- has a verified membership of 970 (970 UG + 0 HG) of the 1841 student numbers 

provided 

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization: 

● DOES meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● DOES have the minimum number of 75 members 

● DOES have a considerable administrative workload, which is evident from the 

concrete policy, the activities it offers, and student participation.

General Assessment: 3 points for the concrete policy and for the support 

in the areas of social responsibility, welfare, and development

Category A: 1.5 points for organizing big events, such as conferences

Category B: 1.5 points for organizing excursions, guest and other lectures, 

and workshops 

Category C: 1 point for exceptional participation in the areas of 

sustainability, and alumni and first-year activities

Category D: 2 points for having a digital magazine with strong content and 

promoting quality of education through regular consultation with the faculty 

board 

Category E: 0.5 points for organizing drinks and other social activities 

The 9.5 points awarded are sufficient for the awarding of 28 committee grant 

months.

DOES receive a bonus of eight committee grant months based on the 

administrative workload associated with the size of the organization’s 

membership. 

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization SHOULD be included in the Graduation Fund 

for a period of two years, with an allocation of 28 committee grant months. The total number 

that the CUOS recommends, taking into account the additional allocation of eight 

administrative grant months, is therefore 36 administrative grant months. 
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6.3 MESA Groningen

Organization

The MESA Groningen organization: 

- falls under the category of study associations 

- is NOT included in the current Graduation Fund 

- has a verified membership of 232 (232 UG + 0 HG) of the 312 student numbers 

provided

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization: 

● DOES meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● DOES have the minimum number of 75 members 

● DOES have a considerable administrative workload, which is evident from the 

concrete policy, the activities it offers, and student participation: 

General Assessment: 2.5 points for the concrete policy with extensive 

evaluations and for the support that the association offers to its members in 

the area of welfare and internationalization

Category A: 0 points for not organizing big annual events

Category B: 1 point for organizing excursions and workshops 

Category C: 0 points for exceptional participation

Category D: 1 point for promoting quality of education through regular 

consultation with the student assessor and through study sessions 

Category E: 0.5 points for organizing drinks and other social activities 

The five points awarded are sufficient for the awarding of four committee 

grant months

DOES receive a bonus of two committee grant months based on the 

administrative workload associated with the size of the organization’s 

membership. 

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization SHOULD be included in the Graduation Fund 

for a period of two years, with an allocation of four committee grant months. The total 

number that the CUOS recommends, taking into account the additional allocation of two 

administrative grant months, is therefore six administrative grant months. 
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6.4 Nobis Cura Futuri

Organization

The Nobis Cura Futuri organization: 

- falls under the category of study associations 

- is NOT included in the current Graduation Fund 

- has a verified membership of 98 (98 UG + 0 HG) of the 103 student numbers 

provided

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization: 

● DOES meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● DOES have the minimum number of 75 members 

● DOES have a considerable administrative workload, which is evident from the 

concrete policy, the activities the organization offers, and student participation. 

General Assessment: 3 points for the excellent concrete policy despite age 

and for the support that the association offers to its members in the areas of 

internationalization, welfare, and development 

Category A: 0 points for not organizing big events

Category B: 0.5 points for organizing excursions, lectures, and workshops 

Category C: 1 point for exceptional participation in areas such as organizing 

introductions, alumni activities, and assisting in finding accommodation for 

international members

Category D: 1 point for promoting quality of education through regular 

consultation with the faculty board 

Category E: 0.5 points for organizing drinks and other social activities 

The six points awarded are sufficient for the awarding of seven committee 

grant months

Will NOT receive any bonus committee grant months based on the 

administrative workload related to the size of the organization’s membership. 

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization SHOULD be included in the Graduation Fund 

for a period of two years, with an allocation of seven committee grant months.

6.5 Study Association IK
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Organization

The Study Association IK organization: 

- falls under the category of study associations 

- is NOT included in the current Graduation Fund

- has a verified membership of 130 (130 UG + 0 HG) of the 131 student numbers 

provided

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization: 

● DOES meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● DOES have the minimum number of 75 members 

● DOES have a considerable administrative workload, which is evident from the 

concrete policy, the activities it offers, and student participation. 

General Assessment: 2 points for the concrete policy and for the support 

that the association offers to its members in the area of welfare 

Category A: 0 points for the absence of big events

Category B: 0.5 points for organizing workshops 

Category C: 0.5 points for exceptional participation in the area of 

introductory activities

Category D: 1.5 points for promoting quality of education through regular 

consultation with the faculty board and mentoring sessions 

Category E: 0.5 points for organizing drinks and pub quizzes

The five points awarded are sufficient for the awarding of four committee 

grant months

Will NOT receive any bonus committee grant months based on the 

administrative workload related to the size of the organization’s membership. 

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization SHOULD be included in the Graduation Fund 

for a period of two years, with an allocation of four committee grant months.

6.6 STUFF

Organization
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The STUFF organization:

- falls under the category of study associations 

- is NOT included in the current Graduation Fund

- has a verified membership of 197 (197 UG + 0 HG) of the 296 student numbers 

provided

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization: 

● DOES meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● DOES have the minimum number of 75 members 

● DOES have a considerable administrative workload, which is evident from the 

concrete policy, the activities it offers, and student participation.

General Assessment: 1 point for concrete policy and welfare 

Category A: 1 point for organizing a career day

Category B: 0.5 points for organizing excursions 

Category C: 1 point for exceptional participation in areas such as 

introductory activities and charities

Category D: 1 point for having a substantive periodical in terms of content 

and promoting quality of education through limited contact with the faculty 

board 

Category E: 0.5 points for organizing drinks and other social activities 

The five points awarded are sufficient for the awarding of four committee 

grant months.

Will NOT receive any bonus committee grant months based on the 

administrative workload related to the size of the organization’s membership. 

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization SHOULD be included in the Graduation Fund 

for a period of two years, with an allocation of four committee grant months.
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6.7 SV NUTS

Organization

The SV Nuts organization: 

- falls under the category of study associations 

- is NOT included in the current Graduation Fund

- has a verified membership of 75 (75 UG + 0 HG) of the 76 student numbers provided

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization: 

● DOES meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● DOES have the minimum number of 75 members 

● DOES have a considerable administrative workload, which is evident from the 

concrete policy, the activities it offers, and student participation. 

General Assessment: 2.5 points for the concrete policy and for the support 

that the association offers to its members in the areas of welfare and 

development

Category A: 1 point for organizing big events

Category B: 0.5 points for organizing excursions, lectures, and workshops 

Category C: 0.5 points for exceptional participation in the area of 

sustainability

Category D: 1 point for promoting quality of education through regular 

consultation with the faculty board

Category E: 0.5 points for organizing drinks and other social activities 

The six points awarded are sufficient for the awarding of seven committee 

grant months. 

Will NOT receive any bonus committee grant months based on the 

administrative workload related to the size of the organization’s membership. 

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization SHOULD be included in the Graduation Fund 

for a period of two years, with an allocation of seven committee grant months. 
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7. CUOS recommendation for inclusion in the Sports Clubs Graduation Fund 

7.1 G.S.B.V. De Groene Uilen-Moestasj

Organization

The G.S.B.V. De Groene Uilen-Moestasj organization: 

- falls under the category of sports clubs 

- IS included in the current Graduation Fund for one year 

- has a verified membership of 128 (88 UG + 40 HG) of the 186 student numbers 

provided

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization: 

● DOES meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● DOES have the minimum number of 100 members 

● DOES have a considerable administrative workload, which is evident from the 

concrete policy, the activities it offers, and student participation. 

General assessment: 3 points for a concrete policy and broad support for 

students

Category A: 1.5 points for practicing high-level competition sports

Category B: 1.5 points for organizing training sessions, tournaments, and a 

winter sports trip

Category C: 1.5 points for exceptional participation in areas such as 

charities, sustainability, and first-year activities

Category D: 0.5 points for organizing activities to promote member loyalty

Operation of premises: 0 points for not operating its own premises.

The eight points given are sufficient for the awarding of 19 committee grant 

months.

Will NOT receive any bonus committee grant months based on the 

administrative workload related to the size of the organization’s membership.

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization SHOULD be included in the Graduation Fund 

for a period of one year, with an allocation of 19 committee grant months. The sports club 

must reapply for inclusion in the Graduation Fund next year to be included in the social and 

sports clubs cycle. In addition, the CUOS has noted that this organization has not applied for 

the Graduation Fund using the mandatory form J. It is highly recommended that this form is 

used in future years in order to meet this requirement during the next re-evaluation and to 

prevent potential exclusion.

7.2 G.S.B.V. Tweeslag
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Organization

The G.S.B.V. Tweeslag organization: 

- falls under the category of sports clubs 

- IS included in the current Graduation Fund for one year 

- has a verified membership of 255 (189 UG + 66 HG) of the 390 student numbers 

provided

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization: 

● DOES meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● DOES have the minimum number of 100 members 

● DOES have a considerable administrative workload, which is evident from the 

concrete policy, the activities it offers, and student participation. 

General Assessment: 2.5 points for the concrete policy with a long-term 

plan and broad support for students and increasing internationalization

Category A: 1.5 points for practicing high-level competition sports

Category B: 2 points for organizing training, tournaments, and winter sports 

trips

Category C: 0.5 points for exceptional participation in areas such as 

maintaining an alumni network

Category D: 0.5 points for organizing activities to promote member loyalty

Operation of premises: 0 points for not operating its own premises

The seven points given are sufficient for the awarding of 13 committee grant 

months.

DOES receive a bonus of four committee grant months based on the 

administrative workload associated with the size of the organization’s 

membership.

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization SHOULD be included in the Graduation Fund 

for a period of one year, with an allocation of 13 committee grant months. The total number 

that the CUOS recommends, taking into account the additional allocation of four 

administrative grant months, is therefore, 17. The sports club must reapply for inclusion in 

the Graduation Fund next year to be included in the social and sports clubs cycle.
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7.3 G.S.H.C. Forward

Organization

The G.S.H.C. Forward organization: 

- falls under the category of sports clubs 

- is NOT included in the current Graduation Fund 

- has a verified membership of 254 (204 UG + 50 HG) of the 393 student numbers 

provided

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization: 

● DOES meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● DOES have the minimum number of 100 members 

● DOES have a considerable administrative workload, which is evident from the 

concrete policy, the activities it offers, and student participation.

General Assessment: 2 points for a concrete policy and broad support for 

welfare and inclusion of students

Category A: 0 points for not practising higher competitive sports

Category B: 1 point for organizing training and tournaments

Category C: 0 points for exceptional participation

Category D: 0.5 points for organizing activities to promote member loyalty

Operation of premises: 1.5 points for operating its own premises

The five points awarded are sufficient for the awarding of four committee 

grant months.

DOES receive a bonus of four committee grant months based on the 

administrative workload associated with the size of the organization’s 

membership.

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization SHOULD be included in the Graduation Fund 

for a period of one year, with an allocation of four committee grant months. The total 

number that the CUOS recommends, taking into account the additional allocation of four 

administrative grant months, is therefore, eight. The sports club must reapply for inclusion 

in the Graduation Fund next year to be included in the social and sports clubs cycle. In 

addition, the CUOS has noted that this organization has not applied for the Graduation Fund 

using the mandatory form J. It is highly recommended that this form is used in future years 

in order to meet this requirement during the next re-evaluation and to prevent potential 

exclusion.
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8. CUOS recommendation for non-inclusion in the Graduation Fund

8.1 G.S.B.C. Amor

Organization

The G.S.B.C. Amor organization 

- falls under the category of sports clubs 

- is NOT included in the current Graduation Fund 

- has a verified membership of 72 (54 UG + 18 HG) of the 133 student numbers 

provided

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization does not meet the general conditions because 

G.S.B.C. AMOR has not reached the minimum number of 100 University of Groningen and 

Hanze UAS students who are full, annually paying members.

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization should NOT be included in the Graduation 

Fund. Although a significant administrative workload is evident from the range of activities 

on offer, the association has only 72 members, which became apparent after checking the 

membership lists. This means that they do not meet the minimum membership number of 

100, even when a 5% leniency margin is applied with regard to the number of members.
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8.2 Beta Business Days

Organization

The Beta Business Days organization: 

- falls under the category of other associations 

- IS included in the current Graduation Fund 

- has no members, as it is a foundation

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization: 

● does NOT meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● does NOT have a considerable administrative workload, which is evident from the 

concrete policy, the activities it offers, and student participation.

General Assessment: 1 point for concrete policy and in the area of 

development for students 

Category A: 0 points for activities aimed at their main purpose

Category B: 1 point for organizing major activities such as Beta Business 

Days and Career Day

Category C: 0.5 points for the organization of networking drinks

Category D: 1 point for exceptional participation for the connecting factor 

between study associations

Office hours: 0.5 points for the office hours provided. 

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization should NOT be included in the Graduation 

Fund because it does not meet the general conditions and does not have an extensive range 

of activities aimed at its main purpose.
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8.3 Groningen Indian Students Association

Organization

The Groningen Indian Students Association organization: 

- falls under the category of other associations 

- is NOT included in the current Graduation Fund 

- has a verified membership of 35 (31 UG + 4 HG) of the 46 student numbers provided

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization does not meet the general conditions due to 

not having an extensive range of activities and not having reached the minimum number of 

75 University of Groningen and Hanze UAS students who are full, annually paying members.

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization should NOT be included in the Graduation 

Fund.
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8.4 G.S.B.V. Mattekloppers

Organization

The G.S.B.V. Mattekloppers organization: 

- falls under the category of sports clubs 

- is NOT included in the current Graduation Fund 

- has a verified membership of 60 (47 UG + 13 HG) of the 91 student numbers 

provided

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization does not meet the general conditions because 

it has not reached the minimum number of 100 University of Groningen and Hanze UAS 

students who are full, annually paying members.

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization should NOT be included in the Graduation 

Fund.
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8.5 G.S.P.V. Noordpole

Organization

The G.S.P.V. Noordpole organization: 

- falls under the category of sports clubs 

- is NOT included in the current Graduation Fund

- has a verified membership of 85 (71 UG + 14 HG) of the 114 student numbers 

provided

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization does not meet the general conditions because 

it has not reached the minimum number of 100 University of Groningen and Hanze UAS 

students who are full, annually paying members.

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization should NOT be included in the Graduation 

Fund. The association has only 85 members, which became apparent after checking the 

membership lists. This means that they do not meet the minimum membership number of 

100, even when a 5% leniency margin is applied with regard to the number of members. In 

addition, the CUOS has noted that this organization has not applied for the Graduation Fund 

using the mandatory form J. It is highly recommended that this form is used in future years 

in order to meet this requirement during the next re-evaluation and to prevent potential 

exclusion.
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8.6 Ichthus Groningen

Organization

The Ichthus Groningen organization: 

- falls under the category of other associations 

- is NOT included in the current Graduation Fund 

- has a verified membership of 125 (93 UG + 32 HG) of the 143 student numbers 

provided

- submitted their application in time, but not in full.

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization does not meet the general conditions based on 

the incomplete application due to the absence of financial and secretarial annual reports.

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization should NOT be included in the Graduation 

Fund.
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8.7 J.S.B.V. Dorknoper

Organization

The organization J.S.B.V. Dorknoper: 

- falls under the category of study association;

- is NOT included in the current Graduation Fund;

- has a verified membership of 157 (157 UG + 0 Hanze UAS) out of the 257 student 

numbers submitted; 

- did NOT submit the application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization:  

● DOES meet the general conditions; 

● DOES meet the specific conditions; 

● DOES have the minimum number of 75 members; 

● DOES NOT have a significant administrative workload, as evidenced by the policy 

pursued, the range of activities organized, and student participation in them: 

General assessment: 1.5 points for policy pursued and for the support 

offered by the association for its members; 

Category A: 1 point for organizing big events, such as the Dorknopers 

Congres;

Category B: 0.5 points for organizing excursions; 

Category C: 0.5 points for exceptional participation in fields such as 

masterclasses, workshops and lectures which do not show in the general 

assessment due to their low frequency, but do come with an administrative 

burden;

Category D: 0.5 points for monthly meetings with chairs of other study 

associations; 

Category E: 0.5 points for organizing get-togethers and other social 

activities;

The 4 points awarded are insufficient for the awarding of committee grant 

months. 

Advice

The CUOS notes that it has been decided, due to extraordinary circumstances, to take this 

application into consideration. The CUOS recommends that this organization should NOT be 

included in the Graduation Fund. This is due to the absence of a significant administrative 

workload. 
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8.8.
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 SOG

Organization:

The organization SOG: 

- falls in the category of ‘other’; 

- IS included in the current Graduation Fund; 

- has a verified membership of 48 (48 UG + 0 Hanze UAS) out of the 184 student 

numbers submitted;

- submitted their application in time and in full.

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization does not meet the general conditions, as the 

organization does not have the minimum number of 75 UG or Hanze UAS students as 

members.  

Advice 

The CUOS recommends that this organization should NOT be included in the Graduation 

Fund. With a verified membership of 48, the organization does not have the minimum 

number of 75 members, even after applying the 5% leniency margin. 
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8.9 SKLO

Organization

The SKLO organization: 

- falls under the category of other associations

- IS included in the current Graduation Fund

- has no members, as it is a foundation

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization: 

● DOES meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● does NOT have a significant administrative workload, demonstrated by its range of 

activities and student participation.

General Assessment: 1 point for a concrete policy and broad support for 

welfare 

Category A: 0.5 points for activities aimed at their main purpose

Category B: 1 point for organizing major activities: Philosophy Night

Category C: 0 points for the organization of social activities

Category D: 0.5 points for exceptional participation in the area of 

connecting religious associations and trying to expand in this area

Office hours: 1.5 points for the operation of an office building. 

Recommendation

The CUOS recommends that this organization should NOT be included in the Graduation 

Fund due to insufficient administrative workload. The 4.5 points achieved are insufficient for 

inclusion in the Graduation Fund.
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8.10 Stukafest Groningen

Organization

The Stukafest Groningen organization: 

- falls under the category of other associations 

- is NOT included in the current Graduation Fund

- has no members, as it is a foundation

- submitted their application in time and in full. 

Assessment

The CUOS has assessed that this organization: 

● DOES meet the general conditions 

● DOES meet the specific conditions 

● does NOT have a significant administrative workload, demonstrated by its range of 

activities and student participation.

General Assessment: 2 points for concrete policy and support in the area 

of creating a safe environment and welfare 

Category A: 1 point for activities aimed at their main purpose

Category B: 1 point for organizing major activities

Category C: 0 points for the organization of social activities

Category D: 0 points for exceptional participation

Office hours: 0 points for not operating its own premises. 

Recommendation

The CUOS’ recommendation is to NOT include this organization in the Graduation Fund 

because it does not have an extensive range of activities, which means that there is no 

significant administrative workload.


